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Abstract | The application of neuroimaging methods to product marketing —
neuromarketing — has recently gained considerable popularity. We propose that
there are two main reasons for this trend. First, the possibility that neuroimaging
will become cheaper and faster than other marketing methods; and second, the
hope that neuroimaging will provide marketers with information that is not
obtainable through conventional marketing methods. Although neuroimaging is
unlikely to be cheaper than other tools in the near future, there is growing evidence
that it may provide hidden information about the consumer experience. The most
promising application of neuroimaging methods to marketing may come before a
product is even released — when it is just an idea being developed.
Despite many common beliefs about the
inherently evil nature of marketing, the main
objective of marketing is to help match products with people. Marketing serves the dual
goals of guiding the design and presentation
of products such that they are more compatible with consumer preferences and facilitating the choice process for the consumer.
Marketers achieve these goals by providing
product designers with information about
what consumers value and want before a
product is created. After a product emerges
on the marketplace, marketers attempt to
maximize sales by guiding the menu of
offerings, choices, pricing, advertising and
promotions.
In their attempts to provide these types
of inputs, marketers use a range of market
research techniques, from focus groups
and individual surveys to actual market
tests — with many approaches in between
(see Supplementary information S1 (box)).
In general, the simpler approaches (focus
groups and surveys) are easy and cheap to
implement but they provide data that can
include biases, and are therefore seen as
not very accurate1–4. The approaches that
are more complex and therefore harder to
implement, such as market tests, provide
more accurate data but incur a higher cost,
and the product, production and distribution systems have to be in place for market
tests to be conducted. There are some
compromise approaches between these two
extremes, which include simulated markets,
conjoint analyses, markets for information
and incentive-compatible pricing studies
(see Supplementary information S1 (box)).

As in all compromises, these approaches
provide solutions with intermediate levels
of cost, simplicity, realism and quality of
data (TABLE 1).
The incorporation of neuroimaging into
the decision-making sciences — for example,
neuroeconomics — has spread to the realm
of marketing. As a result, there are high
hopes that neuroimaging technology could
solve some of the problems that marketers face. A prominent hope is that neuroimaging will both streamline marketing
processes and save money. Another hope is
that neuroimaging will reveal information
about consumer preferences that is unobtainable through conventional methods. Of
course, with such high expectations, there
is the accompanying hype. Several popular
books and articles have been published that
push a neuromarketing agenda, and there
are now a handful of companies that market
neuromarketing itself 5. In this Perspective,
we aim to distinguish the legitimate hopes
from the marketing hype. As such, we hope
that this article serves the dual purpose of recognizing the real potential of neuroimaging in
business and providing a guide for potential
buyers and sellers of such services.
Why use brain imaging for marketing?
Marketers are excited about brain imaging
for two main reasons. First, marketers hope
that neuroimaging will provide a more efficient trade-off between costs and benefits.
This hope is based on the assumptions that
people cannot fully articulate their preferences when asked to express them explicitly,
and that consumers’ brains contain hidden
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information about their true preferences.
Such hidden information could, in theory,
be used to influence their buying behaviour,
so that the cost of performing neuroimaging
studies would be outweighed by the benefit
of improved product design and increased
sales. In theory, at least, brain imaging could
illuminate not only what people like, but also
what they will buy.
Thus far, this approach to neuromarketing
has focused on this post-design application,
in particular on measuring the effectiveness of advertising campaigns. The general
approach has been to show participants a
product advertisement, either in the form
of a print advertisement or commercial, and
measure the brain’s response in the form of a
blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD)
measurement, which is taken as a proxy for
neural activation.
The second reason why marketers are
excited about brain imaging is that they
hope it will provide an accurate marketing
research method that can be implemented
even before a product exists (FIG. 1). The
assumption is that neuroimaging data
would give a more accurate indication of
the underlying preferences than data from
standard market research studies and would
remain insensitive to the types of biases
that are often a hallmark of subjective
approaches to valuations. If this is indeed
the case, product concepts could be tested
rapidly, and those that are not promising
eliminated early in the process. This would
allow more efficient allocation of resources
to develop only promising products.
Thus, the issue of whether neuroimaging
can play a useful part in any aspect of marketing depends on three fundamental questions,
which we will address in this paper. First, can
neuromarketing reveal hidden information
that is not apparent in other approaches?
Second, can neuromarketing provide a more
efficient cost–benefit trade-off than other
marketing research approaches? Third, can
neuromarketing provide early information
about product design?
Revealing hidden information
Brain activity and preference measurement.
Allowing for the assumption in neuromarketing that the brain contains hidden
information about preferences, it is reasonable to set aside, for the moment, the issue
of ‘hidden’ and ask what relationships are
known to exist between brain activity and
expressed (that is, not hidden) preference.
As it turns out, different methods of
eliciting a person’s preference often result in
different estimations of that preference3,4,6,7.
www.nature.com/reviews/neuro
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Table 1 | comparison of selected marketing research approaches
Focus groups

Preference
questionnaires

What is measured

Open-ended answers,
body language and
behaviour; not suitable for
statistical analysis

Importance weighting for Choices among products
various product attributes

Decision to buy and
choice among products

Type of response process

Speculative, except when
used to assess prototypes

The respondent must try
to determine his decision
weightings through
introspection, then map
those weightings into the
response scale

A hypothetical choice,
so the same process as
the actual purchase —
but without monetary
consequences

An actual choice, with
customers’ own money,
and therefore fully
consequential

Typical use in new-product
development processes

Early on to aid general
product design; at user
interface design for
usability studies

Design phase, when
determining customer
trade-offs is important

Design phase, when
determining customer
trade-offs is important;
may also be used as a
forecasting tool

End of process, to forecast
sales and measure
the response to other
elements of marketing,
such as price

Cost and competitive risk

Low cost; risk comes only
from misuse of data by the
seller

Moderate cost and
some risk of alerting
competitors

Moderate cost (higher
if using prototypes
instead of descriptions)
and some risk of alerting
competitors

High cost and high risk of
alerting competitors, plus
the risk of the product
being reverse engineered
before launch

Technical skill required

Moderation skills for
inside the group and
ethnographic skills for
observers and analysts

Questionnaire design and
statistical analysis

Experiment design
and statistical analysis
(including choice
modelling)

Running an instrumented
market and forecasting
(highly specialized)

This makes it difficult to know which
method provides the truest measure of
‘decision utility’ (that is, the expected utility,
which would ultimately drive choice in the
marketplace). It is clear that market tests give
the most accurate answer, but having to run
a market test on every product would defeat
the purpose of market research — namely,
to provide early and cheap information.
Similarly, we suspect (and economists are
certain) that methods that are incentive
compatible are better than methods that
are not. Incentive-compatible elicitation
methods are methods that encourage the
participant to truthfully reveal what is
being asked of him because to do so would
maximize the participant’s satisfaction (for
example, he would earn the most money
or receive the product he likes the best). In
other words, it is in the participant’s interest
to answer product-related questions truthfully. However, using such methods is not
always possible.
One important question for the
potential of neuromarketing is whether
the neural signal at the time of, or slightly
before, the decision (assumed to be a
measure of decision utility) can be a good
predictor of the pleasure or reward at the
time of consumption (the ‘experienced
utility’)8. A second question is whether the
link between these two signals holds even
when the preference elicitation methods
are not incentive compatible. If the answer

Simulated choice
methods

to both of these questions is positive,
neuromarketing could become useful for
measuring preferences.
Measurements such as willingness to
pay (WTP) have only recently come under
functional MrI (fMrI) examination. In one
experiment, subjects bid on the right to eat
snacks during the experiment. The amount
they were willing to pay (a measure of decision utility) correlated with activity levels in
the medial orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and
prefrontal cortex (PFC)9,10. Interestingly,
similar activation in the OFC has been
observed when subjects anticipate a pleasant
taste11, look at pretty faces12, hear pleasant
music13, receive money 14,15 and experience a
social reward16,17. Such generally close correspondence in regional brain activity
between the anticipation of rewarding
events, the consumption of enjoyable goods
and the willingness to pay for them
suggests that the representation of expected
utility may rely, in part, on the systems that
evaluate the quality of the consumption
experience. The theme of common systems
for expectation and experience also applies
to things that are unpleasant or even painful
(although this involves a different network
including the insula)18–21. Such similarities
suggest that neuroimaging can become a useful tool in measuring preferences, particularly
when incentive compatibility is important but
there is no easy way to achieve it (for example,
when the products have not been created).
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Market tests

However, such similarities do not necessarily
mean that brain activation is the same
across different elicitation methods, and
there are differences between the neural
activation representing decision utility and
that representing experienced utility 14,22,23.
This caveat aside, the generally close correspondence does suggest that neural activity
might be used as a proxy for WTP
in situations in which WTP cannot easily
be determined — although this has yet to be
demonstrated.
Reverse inference and reward. The practice
of measuring an increase in BOLD activity
in a region such as the ventral striatum or
OFC and then concluding that a ‘rewardrelated’ process was active has become
increasingly common. This form of deductive reasoning is known as ‘reverse inference’24,25. Given the readiness of many to
interpret brain activation as evidence of a
specific mental process, it is worth examining this type of inference. using a Bayesian
analysis, it is possible to estimate the specificity of activation in a particular region of
the brain for a specific cognitive process. For
example, Poldrack used the BrainMap database to analyse the frequency of activation of
Broca’s area in language studies24. He found
that activation of Broca’s area implied a
Bayes factor of 2.3 for language involvement,
which means that taking brain activity into
account can make a small but significant
VOLuMe 11 | APrIL 2010 | 285
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improvement to one’s prior estimate of
whether a language process was involved.
Many studies have shown that striatal
activity correlates with hedonic rating
scales26. neuromarketers have been quick
to invert this finding and use ventral striatal
activity as an indication that an individual
likes something; but what is the evidence for
this? using Poldrack’s method to analyse the
BrainMap database, we estimated the posterior probability for a reward process given
the observation of nucleus accumbens (nAc)
activation27. The prior probability of engaging a reward-related process was assumed to
be 0.5 (1:1 odds). According to this estimation, based on the number of fMrI papers
reported in the BrainMap database with
and without ‘reward’, and with and without
nAc activation, nAc activation increases
the probability of a reward-related process
taking place to 0.90 (odds 9:1). This yields
a Bayes factor of 9, which is considered
moderate to strong evidence for a causal
relationship (BOX 1). Although meaningful
in a statistical sense, the assumptions behind
such a calculation are rather liberal and
may suffer from a publication bias for positive results as well as differing definitions
of reward. In real-world settings, the ability
to infer whether an individual likes something based on nAc activation alone may be
substantially less.
In the context of a product likeability
experiment, Knutson et al. found significant correlations between nAc activity and
product preferences in college students28.
However, in logistic regression (r2) calculations aimed at predicting consumer choice,
self-reported preferences outperformed
brain activation alone. Adding brain activation to a logistic model improved predictions, but only slightly (increasing r2 from
0.528 to 0.533). re-analysis with more
sophisticated machine-learning algorithms
further improved the predictive value of
brain activation29.
Although some have argued for the existence of a “buy button” in the brain5, current
evidence suggests that the cognitive processes associated with purchase decisions are
multifactorial and cannot be reduced to a
single area of activation. Conversely, a given
brain region may be involved in multiple
cognitive processes. A recent review of valuebased decision making divided the process
of making a choice into five categories: representation of the decision; assignment of
value to different actions; action selection;
outcome evaluation; and learning 30. even
within this simplified framework, current
data suggest that responses to marketing
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Figure 1 | Product development cycle. Neuromarketing applications of functional MRI (fMRI) can
Reviews
| Neuroscience
potentially enter into the product development cycle in two places. InNature
the first,
fMRI can
be used as
part of the design process itself. Here, neural responses could be used to refine the product before it
is released. In the second, fMRI can be used after the product is fully designed, typically to measure
neural responses as part of an advertising campaign to increase sales.

efforts and consumer choices depend on
an array of neurobiological processes, and
that no single brain region is responsible
for a consumer choice. But is it possible that
some brain regions are more involved than
others? Because the field of neuroeconomics
grew out of early brain-imaging studies of
the neurobiology of reward31,32, most of the
neuroeconomic data are about valuation
mechanisms and the associated responses
of dopamine-rich brain regions. The OFC
and striatum have been consistently implicated in goal-directed action9,22,33–35. It is also
generally accepted that the insula has a key
role in physiological arousal, which is typically, although not exclusively, aversive in
nature21. But because of the reverse inference
problem, using striatal and OFC activity
as a read-out of ‘liking’ and the insula as a
‘disgust-meter’ is probably too simplistic to
be of use in a real-life setting. In the context
of neuromarketing, the statistical power of
these single-region correlations may be too
low for the correlations to be of use as predictors of consumption unless, perhaps, the
neuroimaging data is combined with other
measures of preference.
fMRI as a brain decoder. Given the limited
power of reverse inference from singleregion brain activations, more data-driven
methods for interpreting brain imaging
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data have been at the forefront of analysis
techniques. These techniques treat sites of
brain activity agnostically — that is, without
reference to prior hypotheses. The primary
assumption is that, regardless of how an
individual’s brain represents information,
it does so consistently. The representations may be spatially dispersed, and they
may be distributed differently in different
individuals, but they can still be reliably
detected through multi-voxel pattern analysis (MVPA). Because MVPA methods are
not reliant on the activation of a small subset
of brain regions, they have substantially
increased sensitivity to detect activation36.
A crucial advantage of MVPA techniques
over approaches in which activation in a
particular brain region of interest is measured is that MVPA has the statistical power
to predict the individual choices of a subject.
Because MVPA involves statistical associations of complex activation patterns that
occur when an individual choice is being
made, it does not depend on the vagaries
of an experimenter interpreting the meaning of an activation map. Some of the most
impressive demonstrations of MVPA have
been in decoding visual responses to simple
stimuli37–39 and subsequently, to watching
films40, the meanings of nouns41, event
boundaries of written narratives42 and city
navigation43,44.
www.nature.com/reviews/neuro
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Box 1 | NAc activation in studies of tasks with and without reward
The BrainMap database was searched for functional MRI studies with and without a reward task
and with and without nucleus accumbens (NAc) activation. The NAc was defined as a bilateral
region of interest with vertices from MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) coordinates (–12, 0, –12)
to (12, 12, 0). The frequencies that were obtained are shown in the table below.
Assuming that the prior probability of engaging in a reward-related process is 0.5, calculations
showed that NAc activation increases the probability of a reward-related process taking place to
0.90, yielding a Bayes factor of 9:
Probability of NAc activation given a reward task = 27/68 = 0.397
Probability of NAc activation given no reward task = 59/1283 = 0.046
Assuming the prior probability of reward = 0.5, then
Probability of a reward task given NAc activation =


 

 

reward task

No reward task

NAc activated

27

59

NAc not activated

41

1,224

It is possible, even likely, that such methods will soon be able to handle almost any
circumstance that can be created in an MrI
environment. With increasing stimulus complexity, simple interpretations of brain activation will become more difficult. However,
for real-world marketing applications, it
may be more important to predict future
behaviour than to understand the ‘why’
of behaviour. Such a data-driven application
of imaging (perhaps even lacking an underlying theory) is analogous to identifying a
genetic polymorphism associated with a particular cancer without understanding what
that gene does — which is likely to yield
specific but not general insights.
costs and benefits
As noted above, it is not yet clear whether
neuroimaging provides better data than
other marketing methods (TABLE 1), but
through the use of MVPA methods it might
be possible to reveal the ‘holy grail’ of hidden information. Assuming that this is the
case, will using expensive neuroimaging
ultimately be more efficient than using
cheaper methods? Typical charges for scanning in a university research setting average
about uS$500 per hour. In a commercial
setting, these will be higher. However,
actual scan charges account for a small portion of the total cost, with personnel and
overhead expenses accounting for at least
75% of the costs of an imaging project. If
neuromarketing is to compete with conventional marketing approaches on the basis
of efficiency, then the costs of labour and
overheads will have to be reduced.
One area in which the cost of neuroimaging can be compared with conventional

marketing approaches is in the post-design
phase, the goal of which is to increase sales
of an existing product — for example,
through advertisements and other types
of framing effects. early neuromarketing
studies therefore used imaging approaches
to evaluate consumer responses to advertisements. At this point, it is important
to distinguish between neural responses to
the consumption of a product (that is,
experienced utility) and neural responses
to representations of the product that may
lead to future consumption. Only certain
types of products can be consumed in
an MrI scanner. Therefore, much of the
post-design neuromarketing literature has
focused on brain responses to visual representations of products, such as pictures28,45
or advertisements for the product 46–48;
however, these advertisement studies,
which used magnetoencephalography
and electroencephalography (BOX 2), did
not link imaging data to actual purchase
decisions or other ratings, so it is not yet
possible to determine the value of this
approach.
The role of expectations. It has long been
known that the manner in which choices
are presented can have a dramatic effect on
decisions49. This is where advertisements
and product placement come into play. To
date, experiments have examined fairly
simple choices and responses to things that
can be presented in an MrI scanner. Before
neuroimaging can be used to predict consumer choice, a greater understanding of
the interplay between the decision maker, the
elicitation method and the decision context
is needed.
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BOLD responses are influenced by
so-called ‘expectation’ effects, which include
pricing effects, biases in the way the choice
is presented50 and placebo responses. This
suggests that neuromarketing could be
helpful in identifying individual differences
in consumer reactions to different types of
inputs. In a study of neural responses to sips
of wine, medial OFC responses were higher
when subjects were told that the wine was
expensive ($90 per bottle) versus inexpensive ($5 per bottle)23. Activity in this region
also correlated with self-report ratings of
how much participants liked the wine, even
though all wines were actually the same.
These results suggest that the instantaneous
experience of pleasure from a product —
that is, experienced utility — is influenced
by pricing, and that this effect may be mediated by the medial OFC9. This result parallels a similar, behavioural finding that the
strength of the placebo effect for analgesia is
greater for more expensive ‘medications’51.
Subjects’ expectations also play an important part in how the experimenter should
interpret striatal responses. Many studies
have shown that the reward-related signals
in the ventral striatum and nAc can be
more accurately linked to prediction errors
for reward than to reward itself 22,52,53.
Placebo responses are an interesting
aspect of neuromarketing. The mechanism of the placebo response has been
debated for decades54, but ultimately it can
be considered an effect of marketing (that
is, the actions of a doctor, pharmaceutical
company or experimenter). The neural
correlates of the analgesic placebo effect
are widespread but generally point to a
modulation of the cortical pain matrix
in the brain55,56. Because consumers cannot consciously report placebo effects,
the demonstration of neural correlates of
these effects suggests that having access to
hidden brain information could enable a
marketer to measure the effectiveness of
a placebo marketing strategy in a particular
individual. How well this type of information generalizes to a larger population will
determine the cost–benefit ratio of doing
neuroimaging.
The aforementioned manipulations of
expectations are simple and direct. For
example, the experimenter can manipulate
a single dimension of expectation, such as
price or descriptive words (for example,
“ultra” and “new and improved”), and
measure the effect on the consumer behaviourally and neurally. More cognitively complex forms of expectations can be created
through advertisements and commercials.
VOLuMe 11 | APrIL 2010 | 287
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Box 2 | Neuromarketing technologies
Functional Mri (fMri)
The technique uses an MRI scanner to measure the blood oxygenation level-dependent
(BOLD) signal. The BOLD changes are generally correlated with the underlying synaptic activity.
Spatial resolution is 1–10 mm, and temporal resolution is 1–10 s. In general, the higher the spatial
resolution, the lower the temporal resolution. Of the three imaging technologies described in this
Box, fMRI has a substantial advantage in resolving small structures and those that are deep in the
brain. However, some important brain regions, especially the orbitofrontal cortex, are affected by
signal artefacts that may reduce the ability to obtain useful information. State of the art MRI
scanners cost approximately US$1 million per Tesla and have annual operating costs of
$100,000–$300,000.
electroencephalography (eeG)
EEG uses electrodes applied to the scalp and measures changes in the electrical field in the brain
region underneath. EEG has very high temporal resolution (milliseconds) and can therefore detect
brief neuronal events. Because the skull disperses the electrical field, EEG has low spatial resolution
(~1 cm) that depends on how many electrodes are used. The number of electrodes can be as few as
two or range up to hundreds in high-density arrays. The greater the number of electrodes, the
better the spatial resolution. Apart from the low spatial resolution, EEG has poor sensitivity for deep
brain structures. Equipment costs can be low (<$10,000) but increase with high-density arrays and
the concomitant resources needed to process the data. A common technique is to measure the
left–right asymmetry of the frontal EEG78. This is typically measured by the power in the alpha band
(8–13 Hz). This research has suggested that relatively greater activity in the left frontal region is
associated with either positive emotional states or the motivational drive to approach an object79.
Although there are strong correlations between frontal EEG asymmetry and personality traits, the
degree to which the asymmetry changes from moment to moment is still debated. Some have
suggested a minimum of 60 s to reliably estimate power asymmetry80, in which case the temporal
advantage of EEG over fMRI is lost. Although some have used this approach to measure momentary
fluctuations in emotion in response to advertisements81, without accounting for autocorrelations in
time or multiple statistical comparisons, the validity of such approaches is dubious.
Magnetoencephalography (MeG)
An expensive cousin of EEG, MEG measures changes in the magnetic fields induced by neuronal
activity. Thus, MEG has the same advantage of high temporal resolution and, because the magnetic
field is less distorted by the skull than is the electrical field, it has better spatial resolution than EEG.
Like EEG, MEG is most sensitive to superficial cortical signals (primarily in the sulci). MEG requires a
magnetically shielded room and superconducting quantum interference detectors to measure the
weak magnetic signals in the brain. An MEG set-up costs approximately $2 million.
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)
TMS uses an iron core, often in the shape of a toroid wrapped in electrical wire, to create a
magnetic field strong enough to induce electrical currents in underlying neurons when placed on
the head82. TMS can be used as a single pulse, paired pulse or repetitive stimulation, and the
neuronal effects range from facilitation to inhibition of synaptic transmission. As a research tool,
TMS has been used to study the causal role of specific brain regions in particular tasks by
temporarily taking them ‘offline’.

Post-design applications of neuroimaging
have, for the most part, confirmed what
was known about the behavioural effects of
product placement, which bypass the counter-arguments in which people naturally
engage when facing advertisements. The
imaging studies confirm that there are neural correlates of exposure to advertisements
but do not directly suggest that maximizing
activity in a particular brain region results
in more sales.
Culture and advertising. neuroimaging
is often hyped as an exciting new tool
for advertisers. Despite its enormous
cost, advertising effectiveness is a poorly
understood area of marketing. Although
advertising has been investigated in a few

neuroimaging studies57,58, it is still unknown
whether neuroimaging can prospectively
reveal whether an advertisement will be
effective. In a famous Coke–Pepsi study, participants who described themselves as Coke
drinkers showed significant activation in the
hippocampus and right dorsolateral PFC
when they were cued about the upcoming
drink of Coke45. Self-described Pepsi drinkers did not have this response. In the absence
of brand information, there was no significant difference in preference during a taste
test. The study suggested that any differences
in the response (behavioural and neural) to
the two brands must be culturally derived.
One possibility is that brands achieve a life
of their own by becoming animate objects,
sometimes with human attributes, in the
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minds of consumers. However, one fMrI
study that compared brain responses to
persons and brands found that activation
patterns for brands differed from those
for people — even for brands with which
subjects are identified — suggesting that
brands are not perceived in the same way
as people59. Another possibility is that specific emotions can be elicited in response
to advertisements, although whether neuroimaging will help to reveal these emotions may ultimately be limited by reverse
inference constraints, especially if tied to
specific regions.
The issue of how culturally derived identities become embedded in the brain is of
great interest, not only from a marketing
perspective. Although neoclassical economic
theory describes a framework in which individuals assess costs and benefits during their
decision-making processes, it is clear that
people base many decisions on sociocultural
rules and identities. Some are in a commercial context (for example, “I am a PC” or “I
am a Mac”) but many are not (for example,
“I am a Democrat” or “I am a republican”).
These issues extend beyond the mundane
questions of advertisement effectiveness and
raise the more profound question of how the
marketing of ideas affects decision making.
But whether neuroimaging provides an
efficient tool to answer this question has yet
to be shown.
early product design
As the ability of neuroimaging to predict or
influence post-design purchase decisions
seems to be limited (see above), neuroimaging may be better suited to gauging
responses before products are marketed.
The primary reason is that neuroimaging may yield insights into the product
experience itself.

Food products. Various food products and
beverages have been administered in the
MrI scanner, from simple sugar solutions
to chocolate, wine, sports drinks and colas.
Beverages are particularly easy to administer,
with the usual route through a computercontrolled pump attached to a tube that
delivers controlled amounts of fluid into
the participant’s mouth. The perception
of flavour is a multisensory integration
process and thus provides several opportunities for neuroimaging to disentangle a
complex perception that subjects might not
be able to articulate; taste, odour, texture,
appearance and even sound all contribute
to the gustatory experience. These different dimensions have been mapped onto
www.nature.com/reviews/neuro
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Box 3 | The ethics of neuromarketing
The introduction of neuroimaging into an environment in which the ultimate goal is to sell more
product to the consumer may raise ethical issues.
• Businesses will be able to read the minds of consumers. This concern is about the privacy of
thoughts. Can neuroimaging be used to gauge a person’s preferences outside of the specific task
being performed? Possibly. This concern may be mitigated through transparency of purpose:
subjects must know what kind of endeavour they are helping, and their data should only be used
for that purpose.
• Private versus public information about preferences. Individuals need to be able to exercise control
over what they choose to reveal about their personal preferences. A privacy breach occurs if
neuroimaging reveals a private preference that is outside the scope of the neuromarketer’s
research question.
• Information will be used to discriminate against individuals or exploit particular neurological traits
found in a subgroup of individuals. Neuroimaging data could potentially target marketing to
specific people or groups. Many people would find this tactic repugnant because it exploits a
biological ‘weakness’ that only exists in some people. Similarly, this information could be used
to time pricing moves to capitalize on individual weaknesses that are known to coincide with
particular biological states (for example, raising beverage prices when someone is known to
be thirsty).
• Central versus peripheral routes of influence. A central route aims to influence consumers’
preferences about the functional aspects of the product (for example, fewer calories in a beer).
A peripheral route attempts to manipulate preferences through things that are peripherally related
to the product (for example, sex appeal of people in advertisements). Neuroimaging could
potentially be used to enhance both types of influence, but some consider the attempts to
optimize the peripheral route more ethically dubious.
• Brain responses obtained from a small group of subjects will be used to generalize to a large
population. Of course, this is done all the time in the scientific literature. If neuromarketing data
are used in product design and the product injures someone, neuroimaging will be partly to blame.
• Abnormal findings. Approximately 1% of the population will have an abnormality on their MRI83. In
a population without clinical symptoms, the clinical significance of an MRI abnormality is unknown.
Many will be false positives; others will be real and require referral. Currently, there is no standard
for how to handle these situations. However, it is standard practice to have a written policy in
place for abnormal findings. Failure to do so opens both the neuromarketing firm and their clients
to medical liability.
• A lack of regulation. Traditional marketing methods, because they are not typically viewed as
experimentation, have not been subject to institutional review board (IRB) oversight. MRI scans are
approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for clinical use but, because no diagnosis
is being made in a marketing setting, there is the potential to circumvent both FDA and IRB
requirements. The burgeoning neuromarketing industry would be well advised to adopt an
industry standard of independent review. Clients should demand it.
• Management of perceptions. How will the public react when they discover that neuroimaging has
been used to design or market a product? The public’s response to genetically modified food could
provide an indication.
• Companies might not be primarily concerned with the best interests of the consumer. Companies
and consumers maintain complex relationships in which some of their goals are compatible while
others are in conflict. On the one hand, companies seek to design, manufacture and sell products
that consumers seek to buy, resulting in compatible goals that benefit both parties. On the other
hand, companies also aim to maximize their short- or long-term profits, sometimes to the
detriment of their consumers. Much like marketing itself, understanding consumer preferences
can be used for goals that are in the best interests of both the company and their consumers or for
objectives that are in the interests of the company and to the detriment of their consumers. Which
approaches neuromarketers choose is an open question.

distinct brain regions but with substantial
overlap60,61. The OFC is consistently linked
to perceived pleasantness, whereas viscosity and fat content seem to be represented
in the insula62. The use of neuroimaging
by commercial manufacturers to design
a more appealing food product is both
feasible and likely. For this to work, however, one would need to identify which

dimension of gustation is to be studied (for
example, taste, odour or texture) and maximize a brain response to variations in that
dimension.
The drawback to such an approach is the
possibility of creating food products that are
so highly tuned to neural responses that
individuals may over-eat and become obese
(see BOX 3 for a discussion of some ethical
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issues related to neuromarketing). Is it
possible that such a neuroimaging approach
could create a ‘super-heroin of food’ — a
product so delicious that all but the most
ascetic individuals would find it irresistible?
It is an extreme but real possibility. However,
that does not mean that neuroimaging is
necessarily problematic for food product
development. Indeed, the same techniques
could be applied to making nutritious foods
more appealing.
Entertainment. As a typical big-budget
Hollywood film costs over $100 million,
with almost as much spent on marketing, it
would be surprising if film producers were
not interested in using neuroimaging to
improve their product. After static images,
films are probably the easiest product to
present in the scanner. Moreover, an fMrI
measurement is time locked to the film
timeline. A film presents the same basic visual and auditory stimuli to everyone viewing
it and thus should serve as a cognitive synchronizer. Indeed, an fMrI study of subjects
viewing a segment of the classic Western
The Good, the Bad and the Ugly 40 showed
that large extents of the cortex responded
similarly in time across subjects, suggesting
that much of the cortical response is essentially stereotypical. In another study, the
ability to recall narrative content of the TV
sitcom Curb Your Enthusiasm three weeks
later was correlated with the strength of
hippocampal and temporal lobe responses
during viewing 63.
Such stereotypical responses suggest that
fMrI could be used during the editing process. For example, different cuts of a movie
could be measured against these cortical
responses, which could then be used to select
the final cut for release. Although it seems
hopelessly complex to interpret such brain
responses, it may not be necessary if the only
goal is to release the most profitable movie.
Provided there were a metric of quality (for
example, box office returns or test audience
reports), brain activation patterns could
be chosen to optimize outcomes without
any knowledge of what the patterns meant.
Several neuromarketing companies have targeted their efforts towards the entertainment
industry but, as most of this work is unpublished, it is difficult to evaluate the quality of
the product. However, guidelines for general
quality of scientific work can be formulated based on two decades of neuroscience
research. Thus, without passing judgment on
whether neuromarketing works, we can at
least identify the items to look for in a quality
operation (BOX 4).
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Box 4 | What to look for when hiring a neuromarketing firm
We provide a list, which is by no means exhaustive, of what could be considered standard
practice in the application of neuroimaging methods in cognitive neuroscience and related
fields. It is based on standard criteria for reviewing research proposals and adapted to a
business setting.
• What is to be gained from neuroimaging? Good neuromarketers will begin by discussing the pros
and cons of the proposal in detail. For example: what will neuroimaging yield over traditional
methods? Ask for data about the predictive value of neuroimaging findings in a real-world setting.
• What are the dependent and independent measurements? Assessing brain activation is not
generally useful without correlating it with some other measurement. It is necessary to have
another behavioural measurement to anchor the interpretation of the brain activation. Be wary if
someone claims to know what a person thinks based solely on brain activation.
• How many subjects are needed? Apart from the simplest of tasks, any task invoking a response
that is expected to vary across individuals demands a sample size of at least 30 (REF. 84). If groups
of individuals are being compared under different treatments or conditions, the sample size will
need to be much greater to detect differences between groups and between different treatments.
• What is the nature of the stimuli? Simple stimuli are the easiest to analyse. Real-world images, as
might appear in an advertisement, become difficult to characterize unless one element at a time is
varied. For statistical power, a minimum of 10 repetitions within a stimulus category are required,
although 20–30 would be more likely to achieve meaningful results.
• What type of software will be used to analyse the neuroimaging data? Several software packages
exist, and although these programmes make neuroimaging seem simple, it takes a minimum of
1 year of training to be able to use them and 3 years to become fully competent.
• How will motion correction be performed?
• Are conditions balanced in time? If not, how will subjects’ drifting attention be compensated for?
• Is this a whole-brain analysis or is a specific part of the brain being examined? These necessitate
different thresholds of identifying activation. The chance of an activation appearing somewhere in
the brain is high due to random noise.
• Will regions of interest be defined a priori? If so, what is the justification for this? Conclusions
based on activation of a single region will have relatively little predictive power over conventional
behavioural methods.
• If multi-voxel pattern analysis (MVPA) methods will be used, will they be completely data-driven
(principal component analysis or independent component analyses) or will they be based on
classifier training of subject responses (support vector machine, relevance vector regression or
Gaussian process regression)? How will the resulting activity maps be interpreted?
• How robust are the results? Ask for a ‘bootstrap’ — for example, testing on a ‘fresh’ subsample
of data.
• What type of scanner will be used? Either 1.5 or 3 Tesla scanners can yield images of acceptable
quality. Open MRIs do not have the field homogeneity or the gradient technology necessary for
fMRI. What quality control checks are performed to make sure the scanner is operating optimally
and consistently from day to day? What steps will be taken to minimize signal artefacts in areas
with poor signal?

Architecture. A growing number of neuroscientists and architects have begun to
consider the relationships of the brain to the
architectural experience64. The neuroscience
of architecture could be considered from two
perspectives: first, the neural activity associated with seeing specific aspects of a building; and second, the use of neural responses
to guide the architectural design process.
Clearly, one would need to identify these neural responses before attempting to use them
in architectural design, but it is precisely the
application in design that places neuroimaging within the neuromarketing framework.
Virtual reality can provide a surprisingly
accurate simulation of an architectural experience and can be used in an MrI scanner. It

has already been used to understand neural
activation during automobile driving 65,66.
In spatial navigation tasks such as driving,
and presumably navigating a building, the
hippocampus has a key role. These early
virtual reality experiments suggested that
the hippocampus is active when the subject
makes navigation decisions but not when
they are externally cued65. Perhaps taking into
account ‘hippocampal load’ may be a useful
tool in architectural design — for example, to
make buildings easier to navigate. extending
this idea by considering the neurobiological
changes associated with ageing, it might be
possible to design buildings and retirement
communities that mitigate the memory loss
associated with Alzheimer’s disease.
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Political candidates. Finally, neuromarketing
might be applied to perhaps the greatest marketing campaign of all: politics. According
to the Federal election Commission (see
Further information), the cost of the 2008 uS
Presidential race was approximately $1.6
billion. It was also around that time that neuroimaging made its way into politics, perhaps
most prominently in the form of a New York
Times op-ed piece67. Peer-reviewed studies
have shown a complex pattern of activation
in response to statements about candidates;
these patterns have been interpreted as evidence that motivated reasoning involves activation in the ventromedial PFC, the anterior
cingulate cortex, the posterior cingulate cortex and the insula68. Subsequent studies have
suggested that activation of the medial PFC
might be associated with maintaining a
subject’s preference for a candidate in
response to advertisements, whereas activity
in the lateral PFC might be associated with
changing candidates69.
In marketing terms, the political candidates are the products that must be sold to
the electorate. Therefore, like other products,
candidates and their campaigns have preand post-design phases. Political marketing
is aimed at selling an existing candidate but,
with more foresight, can also be used to
‘design’ a better candidate. The aforementioned neuroimaging studies have focused
on the post-design responses to advertisements for political candidates68,69.
Could neuroimaging also be used to
design a candidate? Although potential
nominees already go through a ‘grooming’
process, it is worth examining this prospect.
A candidate’s appearance, trustworthiness
and message content might determine a
voter’s decision. Considerable neuroimaging work has been done on the perception
of human faces70 and features such as facial
symmetry, skin colour and attractiveness.
Key brain structures in visual processing
include the fusiform face area for basic
face processing 71, the superior temporal
sulcus for gaze direction and intention
and the nAc for attractiveness12. A recent
study on the effect of political candidates’
appearance found that insula activation in
response to seeing a picture of a candidate
was associated with a greater likelihood
of that candidate losing the election72. In
addition, dorsolateral PFC and anterior
cingulate cortex activation occurred when
subjects viewed images of a candidate
of a political party different from their
own73. The neurobiology of trust has also
become quite popular to study with both
fMrI and, more recently, pharmacological
www.nature.com/reviews/neuro
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manipulations74–76. These studies have
found that different dimensions of trust,
such as reputation, fairness and uncertainty,
correlate with activity in different brain
regions. Moreover, the hormone oxytocin
affects human behaviour in various economic exchanges that depend on social
interactions77. Finally, a candidate’s message
content could be viewed as an experiential
product. One could theoretically attempt
to maximize striatal and OFC responses
to platform statements although, for the
reasons stated above, this is not necessarily
predictive of success.
conclusions and future directions
neuromarketing has received considerable
attention in both the scientific community
and the media. Although few scientific
neuromarketing studies have been conducted, the existing evidence suggests that
neuroimaging could be used advantageously in several domains of marketing.
For a marketer, neuroimaging could be
attractive because it might be cheaper
and faster than current marketing tools, and
because it could provide hidden information about products that would otherwise
be unobtainable. We think it unlikely that
neuroimaging will be more cost-effective
than traditional marketing tools, and so
the first point is mostly hype. However,
continuing developments in analytical
tools for neuroimaging data — for example,
MVPA — suggest that neuroimaging will
soon be able to reveal hidden information
about consumer preferences. Although
this information could boost post-design
sales efforts, we think that the real pay-off
will come during the design process. using
fMrI data during design could affect a
wide range of products, including food,
entertainment, buildings and political
candidates.
There are two sides to the use of such
information. Product manufacturers could
use neural information to coerce the public
into consuming products that they neither
need nor want. However, we hope that
future uses of neuromarketing will help
companies to identify new and exciting
products that people want and find useful.
One example is a new trend in ‘user design’
in which companies allow consumers to
participate, through the internet, in the
design of new products and by doing so
create products that are more useful for the
companies and for their customers. Perhaps
a next phase in user design is one that incorporates not only what consumers express,
but also what they think.

Finally, we return to the opening question: hope or hype? It is too early to tell but,
optimists as we are, we think that there is
much that neuromarketing can contribute to the interface between people and
businesses and in doing so foster a more
human-compatible design of the products around us. At the same time, neuromarketing as an enterprise runs the risk of
quickly becoming yesterday’s fad. Seasoned
marketers still remember the hype around
subliminal advertising, which quickly faded
and died despite the research interest that
surrounded it (and research on subliminal
priming remains a large part of academic
research in social psychology). How can
we make sure that neuromarketing will not
suffer a similar fate? For one, the academic
community should take this topic seriously
and not leave it to the neuromarketers and
the op-ed page of the New York Times.
We should also ask deeper questions on
how marketing works — and not simply
examine whether type X of advertising
works better or worse than type Y. If we
take neuromarketing as the examination of
the neural activities that underlie the daily
activities related to people, products and
marketing, this could become a useful and
interesting path for academic research
and at the same time provide useful inputs
to marketers.
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